9 am - 1 pm

Breakout Options
Session One
Apologetics in Women’s Ministry
Escaping the Performance Trap
Knowledge is Power*
The Road to Elevation: Trusting God When It Doesn’t Make Sense*
The Value of a Leader's Inner Circle

Session Two
Abound: A Call to Purposeful Servant Leadership
Intentional Faith: My Beliefs Control My Behavior*
Knowledge is Power*
Leveling Up and Leaving a Legacy: Lessons for Someone Chosen*
The Road to Elevation: Trusting God When It Doesn’t Make Sense*
Speak Up

Session Three
13 Going on 30: Bridging the Generation Gap
Identifying and Enlisting Leaders
Intentional Faith: My Beliefs Control My Behavior*
Leveling Up and Leaving a Legacy: Lessons for Someone Chosen*
Spiritual Insight and Practical Skills of Resolving Conflict
* Denotes Repeat

Breakout Descriptions
(in alphabetical order)

13 going on 30: Bridging the Generation Gap
Cathy Meyer, session three
Do you find yourself wondering how to reach the next generation of young women? Their ways
may not be our ways, yet God calls us to reach out to the next generation. Women are just
grown-up girls. Yes, why do we think of these as two totally different ministries? Girls and
women’s ministry don’t have to be silos. Let us rethink the ways we typically try to reach generations of women. Maybe it’s easier than we make it to be.
Through this workshop, you will:
●
●
●

Gain tools to engage the next generation
Equip yourself to bridge the generation gap
Provide ideas for engagement

Abound A Call to Purposeful Servant Leadership
Jessie Seneca, session two
Have you felt God calling you into a leadership role? Now what? Maybe you felt the call many
years ago and it has not come to fruition yet or you may be in the throes of that very calling. No
matter where you find yourself, together we will unpack your call to a Person, a Purpose, a
Passion, and a People, encouraging you to walk with intentionality before God and your team—
always abounding in the work of the Lord.
In this session, you will explore:
●
●
●
●

How God molds you into the fullness of your destiny through the W.A.I.T.
What it will take for you to have an I-will-finish-this-task-mentality
Your call to a Person, a Purpose, a Passion, and a People
Purposeful Leadership before God and your team

Apologetics in Women’s Ministry
Cathy Meyer, session one
Women want answers! Today’s Christian woman needs the transformation that having a reasoned belief in the reality of God’s existence can bring and the intellectual confidence that will
empower her to speak boldly on faith issues with love and self-control. Women who are exposed to apologetics find themselves energized and excited about sharing their faith with family,
friends, and co-workers. Apologetics can help transform you and your ministry!
This workshop will:
● Help you learn how to investigate truths and align those truths with your belief system
● Build a firm foundation and confidence in sharing your faith in an adverse culture

Escaping the Performance Trap
Lisa Melillo, session one
To some degree or another, we have all learned to believe the lie that being loved is based on
what we do versus who we are. This mindset can foster a pattern of busyness that can lead to
exhaustion, disappointment, resentment and a feeling of being taken advantage of.
Learning to escape the “performance trap” is not about doing less but about overcoming the
underlying beliefs that lead to unhealthy striving. As servant leaders, we are called to work with
a spirit of excellence and to “do all things through Christ” versus our own strength. If you sense
that your identity is wrapped up in what you do, this class is for you.
Lisa will be teaching the spiritual insights and practical skills of overcoming performance
orientation. Whether you work in business, education, government, the church, or at home,
this teaching will help you:
●
●
●
●

Identify the symptoms of performance orientation
Expose the enemy’s strategies that can steal your true identity/purpose/joy
Embrace God’s truth that you are loved for who you are vs. what you do
Discover practical ways to escape the performance trap

Identifying and Enlisting Leaders
Jessie Seneca, session three
Through this conference session you will see the importance of establishing a well-rounded
team and enlisting like-minded people, who are not exactly “mini-me’s.” You will learn how to
identify and enlist those who have the same passion but different giftedness which in turn will
make your team successful. My prayer is that through this session you will gain the importance
that a servant attitude brings—one that every follower looks for in a good leader. Plus the importance of stewarding your ministry and others.
This workshop will:
●
●
●

Provide qualifications to look for in a team member
Teach you lessons from Moses
Steps to follow as you build your team

Intentional Faith: My Beliefs Control My Behavior
Tina Pelzer, session two & three
As believers in Christ, we know that faith is the substance of things hoped for and the evidence
of things unseen. But what do we do with this faith? How do we handle and manage our faith?
What is our core belief of this thing called faith? In our session, we will dive into fundamental
beliefs that show up when our faith is being tested. We will lean in on what God says and what
He tells us to do with our faith.
Journey through 2 Corinthians 4 as we focus on developing our faith in these three areas:
●
●
●

Your belief: your core beliefs about God’s Word as the substance of your faith
The evidence: identify personal experiences that evidence your faith and God’s faithfulness
Your behavior: understand how to become intentional about living out your faith and develop strategies to “do the work”
For we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen, since what is seen is
temporary, but what is unseen is eternal.
2 Corinthians 4:18

Knowledge is Power
Sylane Mack, session one & two
Let the knowledge of God’s unfailing love for you, made known through our Lord Jesus, and his
infinite wisdom and strength for you, empower you to live more fully in the knowledge of who
you are as God’s woman, Christ’s follower, and his chosen leader of others!
Through God’s Word and stories Sylane shares – in her own unique and deeply challenging
way, while still making you laugh and encouraging your heart – you will gain a more practical
and spiritual understanding of how Knowledge is Power as you:
●
●
●
●

Know from where your power comes
Know whose you truly are
Know the powerful resources available to you
Know how to use and cultivate these powerful resources – for yourself and those you
lead
“God’s divine power has given us everything we need for life and godliness through our
knowledge of him who called us by his own glory and goodness.” 2 Peter 1:3

Leveling Up and Leaving A Legacy: Lessons for Someone Chosen
Veirde Jackson, session two & three
In our journey to live a life abundant for God, a person can choose to go back to familiar or
climb toward growth. As we look at the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual journey of Elijah
(1 Kings 18:20 - 19:18) from the highs of Mt. Carmel to the lows of Horeb, we will use this example of a mighty prophet on a mission for God to examine how we can sometimes focus so
much on getting to the top of the mountain but miss the internal character traits that will be required to sustain a position in elevated places. I’m not saying that I have this all together, that I
have it made. But I am well on my way, reaching out for Christ, who has so wondrously reached
out for me. And so can you! Through this session we will explore:
●
●
●

How to move from exhausted “stuck places” to a place of growth
How to cultivate a process of courageous influence, emotional resilience, and mental
strength
How to leverage fear in order to be poised to complete the assignments we have been
chosen to lead and leave as a legacy
“How you climb a mountain is more important than reaching the top.” -Yvon Chouinard

Speak Up
Jewell Utt, session two
Most people fear public speaking, yet find themselves in situations that require it. Whether leading a meeting or sharing your testimony, teaching a class or presenting a report, public speaking
remains a daunting challenge.
In this class, you'll learn:
●
●
●

A step-by-step approach to sharpen your skills and put you at ease.
The importance of appearance, style, the art of oration, voice techniques, making introductions, leading a meeting, and guiding a discussion.
How to outline your speech, prepare the space, and deliver a presentation with confidence and relevance.
If anyone speaks, they should do so as one who speaks the very words of God. If anyone
serves, they should do so with the strength God provides, so that in all things God may be
praised through Jesus Christ. To Him be the glory and the power forever and ever. Amen.
1 Peter 4:11

Spiritual Insight and Practical Skills of Resolving Conflict
Lisa Melillo, session three
Conflicts are inevitable. Left unaddressed, they can create havoc in our relationships and hijack
our efforts of becoming ALL that God created us to be. But, resolving conflict requires courage
and conviction. Unfortunately, many of us either avoid conflict altogether or handle it ineffectively.
Lisa will be teaching on the scriptural insights and practical skills of resolving conflict. Whether
you work in business, government, education, the church or at home, this teaching will help you:
●
●
●
●

Confront without offending
Resolve conflict courageously
Speak truth in love
Overcome the spirit of offense

The Road to Elevation: Trusting God When It Doesn’t Make Sense
Kenya Ulmer, session one & two

Much of what we’ve learned in the world about getting a promotion does not apply to us as children of God. Since promotion comes from God, there are some things that we have to do that
are different than what the world does. If you want God’s fruit, you have to do it His way. And if
we’re honest with ourselves, doing it God’s way just doesn’t make sense a lot of times; it takes
longer, we look silly, and when we finally let our light shine, people are uncomfortable. Learning
to hear Him and do what He’s instructing us to do for His Kingdom, despite what we see and
feel, leads to a deeper trust and elevation that no man can stop.
In this session you will:
●
●
●

Learn to hear the voice of God
Experience how to allow Him to lead when He is expanding your territory
Develop a plan to “friend” your enemies

Trust in the Lord with all your heart, And lean not on your own understanding; In all your ways
acknowledge Him, And He shall direct your paths. Proverbs 3:5-6 (NKJV)

The Value Of A Leader's Inner Circle
Pam Cappabianca, session one
Do you ever feel like you’re doing life and leadership alone? As women in leadership, it’s so important to have a strong inner circle to provide support, influence and encouragement. Do you
have an inner circle and if so who is in it? Leadership expert John Maxwell’s, Law of the Inner
Circle states that a leader’s potential is determined by those closest to him/her. I believe a
strong inner circle is necessary to the life of every leader. Even Jesus surrounded Himself with a
core group of men, whom He shared His life and leadership with.
In this session you will:
●
●
●
●

Discover who is currently in your inner circle and why
Identify the qualities to look for when building a strong inner circle
Participate in hands on activities that will help you determine how to build a healthy and
strong inner circle
Learn the value of having a strong team

